
 

HOW TO GET MEDALS IN CSGO Part 1

players who meet the service medal requirements above will be contacted via email with a prompt for the player to "submit a request" to obtain their service medal. after that, a message is sent to the player's battle.net account with their requested service medal as an item (i.e. "cs:go service medal"), and the
game's community manager walks the player through the medal's appearance on their profile. when the player is ready to put their medal on, they can do so through the battle.net medal system, and their medal is valid for all of their future matches. players who do not finish their level 30 rank up will need to play a

match to earn the experience and rank up, however, there are a few exceptions. players do not need to finish their level 30 rank up within the first 30 days of the year, if they are in operation hydra (january), or operation atlas (february). also, players who run out of a rank up on a future rank, they will receive the
ranks down the week after. once a player reaches level 50 in game, they can buy their service medals from the in-game store, with the cost being 400 gold (1,000 gold for up to 2 weapons). each player can only have up to two service medal at one time, meaning they can only have one profile upgrade. players that
reach level 50 on a non-service medal rank will also have their service medal rank down. as long as a service medal is in one's inventory, players can not leave the medal behind. it can be left at your base, a friend's base, or one of the 55 maps. once the player leaves the medal, it is removed from the player's profile

and replaced with a "u" badge.
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there are 2 service medal ranks: bronze and silver. bronze is the default rank, and silver is a cosmetic upgrade. the only time it can be deleted is when the
player reaches level 50 with that medal, by default, all players will have their service medal rank back to bronze. there are currently a total of nine different

medals to be gained. each medal costs a different amount of service coins to purchase, and each medal has a different number of points required to
purchase. points can be earned simply by playing csgo, but more can be earned by spending on cosmetic items. here is a look at what all the service medals
do. valve is asking that players trade in their medals for coins in november to help replenish the points store with a fresh supply. from there, players will be
able to redeem that coin to spend on in-game purchases. csgo points also grant players 100 percent discount on rp and t-shirts. but its not all good news for

csgo. because i play csgo and valorant hard, i am a part of a small community that has driven me to play more games and write more articles about csgo. the
pressure to be a good player is real, and it has made me practice even more, which means i dont have time to participate in operation challenges. the same

goes for the upcoming operators pro league, which i didnt have much time to play or write about. i tried to, but it wasnt possible. this meant that i lost a bit of
my visibility. but i suspect that will change in 2021 as valve starts to shift from being a content generator to a content provider. with next year being the fifth

anniversary of counter-strike, cs:go has a lot of potential to see a growth in fan base and buzz around this popular game. 2021 will be a big year for csgo,
which is a year in which valve will be building not only csgo but also valorant. so csgo fans and anti-valorant fans alike will see some great things next year.
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